EGYPTIAN MAU SOCIETY BREEDERS’ DECLARATION
FORM
The Egyptian Mau Society is committed to the health and welfare of the breed. If you would like
to place details of your kittens on the Society’s kitten list; put your stud on the EMS Stud List; or
be listed on the EMS Breeder’s Directory, you need to register by completing and signing the
form below. Registration on the Breeders’ Register is a one-off requirement, and your details will
be retained as long as you are a fully paid up Member of the EMS and comply with the
requirements of the declaration bellow and of the GCCF Code of Ethics for Breeders and Owners.
BREEDER’S DECLARATION
I undertake to abide by the recommendations of the Egyptian Mau Society and sell only
registered or declared kittens, which are fit, healthy and house-trained. I will not breed from cats
that have hernias1 or other genetically inherited faults. I shall consider carefully before breeding
from any PKDef affected cat. I will not allow kittens to go to their new homes before thirteen
weeks of age and at least seven days after completion of a full course of vaccination for FIE, FVR
and FCV (“cat `flu”) including a health check, given by a Veterinary Surgeon or by a listed
Veterinary Nurse under the direction of a Veterinary Surgeon. In the event of a problem
developing after a kitten has gone to its new home I will offer appropriate support to the
owner.
When selling kittens I shall:
1. Provide the purchaser with a properly completed pedigree signed by the breeder, showing at
least three generations, all the breed numbers and GCCF registration numbers and the breeder’s
name and address.
2. Provide the purchaser with a GCCF registration transfer form, completed and signed by the
breeder2.
3. Provide the purchaser with a certificate of vaccination.
Name:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GCCF Prefix (If applicable) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Telephone: -----------------------------------------------Email: -------------------------------------------------------

Signed: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: ------------------------------

1
2

Whether or not the hernia has been surgically corrected.
Or a certificate of mating if the kitten is declared, rather than registered.

